Electric Decade

challenges & opportunities

The energy transition will
transform the European
economy
The electricity value chain will be at
the core of a demand-driven shift
powered by technology

The evolution of electrification

The dynamic charge to net zero is different from anything that has come before and is time constraint (2030)
Previous Energy Transitions
Goals

Proponents

Scope

Timeframe &
Economics

The Net-Zero Transition

Supply Driven
Discovery or creation of a better energy source
often to meet existing demand via existing or
adjusted supply side infrastructure

Demand-driven:
Demand is growing for low carbon solutions and
outcomes from consumers via product vendors to
the supply side – compressing today’s demand

Asset owner-driven:
Pursuit of value creation by suppliers and
infrastructure players via lower
cost or more flexible supplies

Society & stakeholder-driven:
Pressure from all directions: Consumers, Policy
Makers, Investors, Employees

Unilateral / Bilateral:
Certain fuel sources & sectors
in certain geographies

Cross-industry:
Requires alignment across many actors, sectors &
markets across the value chain

Single Technology or Concept:
Individual technology led transition
(e.g. LNG)

Multiple technology or concept:
Requires a portfolio of technologies
to meet climate goals

Classical economics-driven:
~50 years of innovation & ~50 years
of diffusion

Externality & deadline-driven:
Race against 2030 emissions
reduction goal

Demand less influenceable
than supply
Imperative for change goes
beyond (near term)
financial results
Distributed responsibility
for coordinated action

Need for new clean &
smart energy markets
Time constraint

In the Electric Decade, E becomes the new I

Electricity will have a new role at the core of both emerging and established industries

For example:
Electricity + Automotive + O&G retail = eTransport
Electricity + Chemicals + Manufacturing = eIndustrials
Electricity + Government+ FMCG = eHeating
Electricity + Technology + Logistics = eCities

A win win win scenario

The electrification of Europe’s economy could have major advantages for consumers, business and society

A scenario for 95% emissions reduction by 2050 can be achieved
through deep electrification of end-use sectors

Societal benefits of electrification

Through deep
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Source: Eurelectric. Decarbonisation Pathways study.

€107bn

of energy use

63%

of energy use

€24bn

50%

New jobs

could be created globally by 2030 through the
shift to a greener economy, including 2 million
in Europe1

Energy import cost savings

In the EU in 2030 due to reduced use of fossil
fuels, or 0.7% of GDP2

Health benefits

In the EU in 2030 due to reduced use of
fossil fuels, or 0.1% of GDP2

of energy use

1:

ILO. World Employment and Social Outlook 2018: Greening with jobs. 2018..
Costs and Benefits to EU Member States of 2030 Climate and Energy Targets; scenario for 40% GHG emissions
reductions, 30% RES share & 30% energy efficiency improvement.
2: Enerdata.

Empowering the electric decade
Europe’s electricity companies have a pivotal role in leading the way to net zero

Objectives
1

2

Shaping demand
What opportunities will evolving demand
present to European electricity leaders?

Scale at speed
Should established organizations partner with
startups to innovate
at scale?

Enablers
3

4

Digital + Data
How can data drive better physical
infrastructure performance?

People
How can electricity companies upgrade their
culture and attract the tech-savvy talent
needed?

Technology can enable electricity companies to achieve their goals
Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.
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Objectives

Shaping demand:
The Net Zero Consumer

>50%
€8
1
2

Billion

Of residential consumers
likely to invest more in
energy efficiency today than
before the pandemic. 1

Lease and rent models are
expected to grow as much
as €8 billion in the 6
largest European markets
alone by 2030. 1

Accenture. Deliver new energy experiences for future growth. Oct 2020.
Accenture. Energy Decarbonization: From A to Zero. Sept 2020..

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.
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Objectives

Shaping demand:
Decarbonized
industrial clusters

15%

Possible industrial GHG
reduction by 2030
through circularity and
greater system efficiency.

~40%

Industrial emissions by
2050 can be abated via
electrification of light
industries using
commercially available
technology. 1

1:

1

Accenture. Industrial clusters: Working together to achieve net zero. March 2021.
Energy Decarbonization: From A to Zero. Sept 2020.

2: Accenture.

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.
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Objectives

Scaling at speed
Capabilities + assets = innovation

77%

1:

of executives state that their
digital technology
architecture is becoming very
critical or critical to the
overall success of their
organization.1

Accenture. TECHNOLOGY TRENDS. Mar2021
Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.
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Enablers

Digital & Data
The new energy system has a data layer on
top of the traditional physical energy system.

-5%

Digitized systems can
reduce maintenance CAPEX
up to 5%. 1

33%

Only 33% of utilities say that
they have achieved value
from their technology
investments.2

1 Accenture.
2

Deliver new energy experiences for future growth. Oct 2020.
Accenture. FULL VALUE. FULL STOP. 2020

Copyright © 2021 Accenture. All rights reserved.
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Enablers

Power to the people

People will be the main enabler–and
constraint–determining success in the
electric decade.

70%
48%

of the top 10 emerging jobs in
energy & utilities in the next 5
years require deep digital
expertise1 along with
engineering skills.
Almost half of the 2030 Utilities
workforce in the UK will either
be new recruits, or staff who
have been retrained. 2

1:

World Economic Forum. The Future of Jobs Report 2020. https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-future-of-jobsreport-2020
2 : Energy & Utilities Skills. Energy & Utilities sector collaborate to close 277,000 workforce gap.
https://www.euskills.co.uk/2020/06/09/energy-utilities-sector-collaborate-to-close-277000-workforce-gap/
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The Electric Decade
is an
extraordinary time
requiring
extraordinary action
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